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Introduction
The Media Development Foundation (MDF) conducted a monitoring to identify a campaign as well as
the sources of this campaign launched in social networks against TBC Bank. Amid an ongoing
investigation into the TBC Bank case, the posts discrediting Mamuka Khazaradze, Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of TBC Bank, started to appear on Facebook with the process being carried out in
three waves:
1. The first wave started on January 9, 2019, when the Office of the Prosecutor General of
Georgia announced that TBC Bank was facing a criminal investigation over legalization of illicit
funds, the so-called money-laundering allegations 1.
2. The second wave is related to the statement released by the National Bank of Georgia (NBG)
on February 14, 2019 2, giving TBC Bank’s shareholders two-month term to dismiss Mamuka
Khazaradze and his Deputy, Badri Japaridze from the Supervisory Board.
3. The second wave started on February 21, 2019, when Mamuka Khazaradze announced about
his decision to resign from the position.
Mainly those Facebook pages were monitored, which spread the posts discrediting Mamuka
Khazaradze in a period between January 9 and February 21. Following our initial observations, we
made up a list of key words, using which we searched for discrediting posts through Facebook search
engine. The search results, involving profiles of various pages and their admins, were analyzed
through various open sources.

Note: After the publication of the report the troll identified by MDF as “Avtandil Kereselidze” published a
statement on his fake Facebook account demanding an apology from media outlets Tabula and On.ge for
spreading ‘false accusations’ based on MDF’s report and threatened them with a court action. However,
after MDF contacted Karo Manukyan, whose photos had been used by the troll, Mr. Manukyan reported the
fake account to Facebook after which it was swiftly taken down by the company.
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http://pog.gov.ge/geo/news?info_id=1943
https://www.nbg.gov.ge/index.php?m=340&newsid=3588&lng=geo
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Key findings
The monitoring has revealed the following tendencies:















In the process of monitoring, we identified 9 pages involved in the campaign against Mamuka
Khazaradze with 8 of them created in 2018.
The United National Movement and Rustavi 2 TV, namely Nika Gvaramia and Giorgi Gabunia,
are the main targets of 6 out of 9 pages.
Facebook user “Avtandil Kereselidze” is an admin of 4 out of 9 pages; he is a troll and uses
photos uploaded on Karo Manukyan’s profile. The latter lives in Yerevan. “Avtandil Kereselidze”
spreads pro-governmental messages on Facebook.
“Avtandil Kereselidze” and the pages run by him, along with other fake accounts, also run
identical groups used to spread discrediting posts.
“Avtandil Kereselidze” is a pro-governmental troll and he mainly spreads the posts supporting
Tbilisi Mayor Kakha Kaladze, Prime Minister Mamuka Bakhtadze and Interior Minister Giorgi
Gakharia through his personal profile, pages and groups created by him.
The posts released by the pages run by “Avtandil Kereselidze” and aiming to discredit
Khazaradze are mainly commented by one and the same fake users.
2 out of 9 pages - “ორი გვამი უნდათ” (They need two corpses) and “სტოკჰოლმის
სინდრომი”(Stockholm syndrome) have been identified by International Society for Fair
Elections and Democracy (ISFED) as the pages releasing paid-for posts against Grigol
Vashadze, the opposition coalition’s presidential candidate, ahead of the 2018 presidential
elections.
2 out of 9 pages - “სამოქალაქო გაერთიანება - ხალხის ხმა” (Civil unity – people’s voice)
and “სტოკჰოლმის სინდრომი”(Stockholm syndrome) released paid-for posts discrediting
Mamuka Khazaradze; however, these posts are unavailable now, as they have been deleted.
Both pages have a total of 3 active paid-for posts. All of them are targeting ex-President Mikheil
Saakashvili. On February 21, following Khazaradze’s resignation, both pages released two new
posts against him.
The majority of discrediting posts against Khazaradze are memes/cartoons.
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Facebook pages against Mamuka Khazaradze
The monitoring has revealed 9e pages, which were regularly releasing discrediting posts against
Mamuka Khazaradze. These pages are:
Name of the page
ორი გვარმი უნდათ (They need two corpses)
იყავი და გაგეკეთებინა (You were there and you could have done)
პოლიტიკური სანაგვე (Political garbage)
კაი გვერდი (Good page)
ჩვენთვის არავინაა (Nobody is for us)
პოლიტიკური იუმორი (Political humor)
მოვკვდები საქართველოსთვის (I will die for Georgia)
სამოქალაქო გაერთიანება - ხალხის ხმა (Civil union – people’s voice)
სტოკჰოლმის სინდრომი (Stockholm syndrome)

Date of creation
15.11.2018
02.03.2018
27.06.2018
30.10.2014
02.03.2018
25.09.2018
15.06.2018
06.07.2018
06.07.2018

The majority of these pages are targeting the United National Movement and Rustavi 2 TV. Social
media monitoring conducted by ISFED has shown that two out of the above listed pages were actively
involved in discrediting Grigol Vashadze, the opposition coalition’s presidential candidate, ahead of the
2018 presidential elections 3.

ISFED, December 20, Social Media Monitoring – Second Interim Report http://www.isfed.ge/geo/news/sotsialuri-mediismonitoringi-meore-shualeduri-angarishi
3
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Identical posts, identical trolls
The majority of the posts discrediting Khazaradze are memes/cartoons. It should be noted that the
identified pages were releasing identical posts mainly on the same day or the next day.
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The users of the same fake accounts were commenting on the posts discrediting Khazaradze.
Frequently, the comments on various posts of various pages were also identical.
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Who runs the pages releasing the posts discrediting Mamuka Khazaradze?
Facebook user Avtandil Kereselidze is an admin of four out of nine above listed pages. These pages
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

იყავი და გაგეკეთებინა (You were there and you could have done)
პოლიტიკური სანაგვე (Political garbage)
ჩვენთვის არავინაა (Nobody is for us)
მოვკვდები საქართველოსთვის (I will die for Georgia)

The links of one more page “პოლიტიკური იუმორი” (Political humor) with the groups run by Avtandil
Kereselidze make us suppose that just Kereselidze is an admin of this page.
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Two of the listed pages are run by Kereselidze together with two more users – Temo Davitadze and
Olegi Gebonia. But it is worth noting that both of these users are not real persons, they are trolls.
The pages run by Kereselidze are linked with the same groups uniting thousands of Facebook users.
These groups are run by the same accounts, also involving Avtandil Kereselidze. The largest group is
named “ახალი ამბები” (News) and over 230,000 users have already joined it.

.
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Avtandil Kereselidze – Real person or government troll?
The features of Avtandil Kereselidze’s Facebook account confirm that it is a fake account, not a real
person.
Unlike a classical troll, Avtandil Kereselidze’s profile contains a number of personal photos that
creates an impression that he is a real person. His timeline shows his activities and personal interests,
such as, for example, “check-in” in Germany, various posts about impressions. His photos also involve
descriptions. One of the photos uploaded in Kereselidze’s personal photos has a name Schüco, a
German company selling system solutions for windows and doors. After verifying other photos
uploaded by Kereselidze through yandex.people, the search engine found identical photos on various
Russian dating websites. According to one of the platforms, the photo belonged to user Karo
Manukyan, who lives in Yerevan.
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Afterwards, we searched for Karo Manukyan’s profile on Facebook. It appeared that the photos, which
troll Avtandil Kereselidze used as his own actually belong to Karo Manukyan. The latter notes in
“about me” section that he works for German company “Schüco” as a technical consultant and a
specialist.
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Avtandil Kereselidze’s fake profile is used for spreading pro-governmental messages in social networks and
simultaneously it releases the posts discrediting the United National Movement. To spread its messages, the
profile uses spam groups run by it, also commenting on the posts released by the pages, where Avtandil
Kereselidze is an admin.
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A scheme to spread discrediting posts
Fake accounts, i.e. trolls create Facebook pages to spread discrediting posts and such pages have
thousands of followers. Simultaneously, the same pages and admins of these pages create the socalled spam groups, uniting thousands of Facebook users. These groups are used to spread
discrediting posts released by the pages as well as to increase the audience. As a rule, page admins
with fake accounts, as well as other trolls comment on such posts, creating an illusion that their posts
triggered discussions on Facebook.
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